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DIAGNOSTIC LABORATORY HEMATOLOGY
By G. E. CARTWRIGHT, M.D. Pp. vii + 104,

illustrated. London: Grune and Stratton. 1954.
$3.00.
Dr. Cartwright, who is well known as a haemato-

logist and as M. Wintrobe's second-in-command
at Salt Lake City, has produced a very useful book
on practical haematology. It is designed to be
helpful in students' laboratories and in the doctor's
surgery. It, therefore, does not make the funda-
mental mistake, which many books of similar size
and scope commit, of being designed for both
technicians and medical students. The attitude to
techniques varies with individual investigators, but
little fault can be found with Dr. Cartwright's
book. This reviewer is particularly pleased to see
the definite and dogmatic statement that of the
methods for the detection of anaemia' the enumera-
tion of the red cells is the least accurate and the most
difficult and time consuming to perform.'
Clinicians unfortunately often forget this fact, or,
worse still, often do not know it. Perhaps it is a
little surprising to find the Sahli method for the
determination of haemoglobin regarded as the
method of choice, but this may be due to the
absence of gas or electricity services in large areas
of the United States. The sources of error given
with each method are very useful, but would appeal
more to the technician's needs. The absence of
anymention ofthe prothrombin time or of its simple
and reasonably reliable one-stage-estimation should
perhaps be remedied in a second edition, which
will almost certainly appear in due course. Three
points in the section on the bone marrow should be
mentioned. Sections of aspirated marrow material
are advisable and are, indeed, often invaluable.
Surgical biopsy is not necessary in order to obtain
a histological section. The statement, that 'the.
diagnosis of pernicious anaemia can generally be
made with reasonable certainty without resorting
to marrow examination,' must be emphatically
refuted. It is just because megaloblasts disappear
from the marrow so soon after the application of the
haemopoietic principle, and because the presence
of megaloblasts is the most important evidence
of pernicious anaemia apart from the reticulocyte
crisis and the prompt recovery with treatment, that
no patient with suspected pernicious anaemia should
ever be started on treatment without bone marrow
biopsy. When a decision is to be made whether a
patient with idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura

is likely to benefit from splenectomy, the presence
or absence of megakaryocytes and their precursors
in the marrow is often a helpful piece of information.
Yet Dr. Cartwright states that marrow aspiration
is of little or no diagnostic value in haemorrhagic
disorders.
Almost all the tables in this book are reliably

arranged and compiled, and didactically sound.
It is good to know that in yet another American
book on haematology instead of the ugly terms for
the blood and marrow cells devised by some
committee the conventional terms have been used.
This book should certainly, fulfil its function

well and will be welcome in all laboratories.
E.N.

TUMOURS OF LYMPHOID TISSUE
By G. LUMB, M.D. Pp. viii + 204, illustrated.

Edinburgh: E. & S. Livingstone Ltd. I954.
37s. 6d.
Study of the lymph glands and of lymphoid

tissue seems to have an appeal particularly to the
younger pathologist. A classification almost always
accompanies published studies on this problem and
it is sometimes said that later on, this is frequently
regretted by the originator. In the foreword Sir
Stanford Cade states that ' Dr. Lumb succeeds in
presenting a classification without confusing the
already-confused nomenclature and by introducing
only one new name, " reticular lymphoma ".'
This reviewer cannot help feeling that Dr. Lumb
might have done better if he refrained from intro-
ducing this one new name since this entity is after
all only a benign close relative of Hodgkin's disease.
But, of course, the whole essence of the book might
have broken down if this course had been pursued.
The first four chapters of this book deal in a

semi-conventional manner with structure, function,
terminology and incidence of the tumours of
lymphoid tissue, but there are many statements
which are not supported by reference to published
work and indeed many statements which ask for
violent disagreement and some which are definitely
wrong, like the one that plasma cells constitute
i to 3 per cent. of the cells of the normal human
marrow. They are very rare, and even in such
conditions as rheumatoid arthritis they do not often
exceed 2 per cent.
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